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Traveling America (XII)
Report One: The Greenbrier Resort and Other Locales
May 6 – May 9, 2012
Hello from Your on the Street Reporter, once again taking to the nation’s highways and railroads
to travel around parts of America. This report’s focus is on a stay at the famed Greenbrier Resort in West
Virginia, a train trip from White Sulfur Springs, West Virginia, to Washington, DC, a road trip from
Washington, DC to Fredericksburg, Virginia, and the Fredericksburg Civil War battlefield, then to
Southern Pines and Pinehurst, North Carolina.
Parts of these travels are told in three other essays available at Blog.UylessBlack.com:
- In the “America’s Capital” series, “A Return to the Nation’s Capital.”
- In the “America’s Cities” series, “Richmond, Virginia.”
- In the “War Zones” series, “The Greenbrier Bunker.”
This journey, including the trips covered in the other essays, took the route shown in Figure 1.

DC
Fredericksburg
Greenbrier

Richmond

Southern Pines
& Pinehurst

Figure 1. Trips to several locales.

When I was a young man, I came across this quote in a magazine, “Living well is the best
revenge.” Being young, I did not understand it. Being young, I concluded it was cool, a word that was
cool in the 1960s.
I thought about the idea for a while. Best revenge against what? Living well before the IRS
confiscates what is left after our living? That did not gel, as the IRS itself often prevents us from living
well in the first place. I decided the writer of this idea was referring to the inevitability of death. That by
living well while we are living, we might at least take out some revenge on our dying.
Older and marginally wiser, I am not so sure. If we are dead, we do not know if we lived well or
even if we lived.
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If living well is a priority in your life, stay a few days at the Greenbrier Resort, located at
White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia. It is a luxurious thow-back to times past, as seen in
Figure 1. It is rated as a Forbes four-star and an AAA Five Diamond resort.

Figure 1. Greenbrier, front view.

Figure 2. Back view.

Figure 3. Croquet anyone?
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The back view of the hotel (Figure 2) is not quite as
impressive as its front, but its size and beauty would likely
have satisfied Scarlet O’Hara.
A sidebar: I’ve watched Gone with the Wind more
times than I can remember. Each time, I say to myself, “Rhett
had the patience of Job and pretty poor taste in women.
Scarlet was not much more than an attractive pain in the ass.”
Granted, she underwent a Hollywood transformation
as the movie progressed to its on-cloud-nine ending. Still, I’ll
take a more loving and less tempestuous woman anytime over
the Scarlet O’Haras of the world. The Scarlet O’Haras are
good for the moment, but not for the hour…or day…or year.
For readers who have been following these reports since I
began writing them (2005), you know I do not dwell on the high
life. Most of my writings are about the everyday goings-on of
middle-class citizens of the world. But on occasion, I branch out
into, “Living well is the best revenge.” Besides, I (and you, I’ll bet)
like the diversity that comes from sampling different qualities and
quantities of life.
One clue of Greenbrier’s elegant excess: The place has golf
pros, tennis pros---no surprises there---but a croquet pro as well.
Yep croquet, the lawn game we played as kids. (See Figure 3.) One
in which our strategy was to hit the hell out of the opponent’s ball!
We cared less where ours ended-up. Thus, I could use some croquet
lessons, starting with its rules. But my focus was to find time to hit
with a tennis pro. More later on the tennis center. For now, some
information about historic Greenbrier.
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A Bit of History1

In 1778, a Mrs. Anderson, came to this area to “take the waters” in order to assuage the
pain from her rheumatism.. The original spring location is idendified by the cuppola shown in
Figure 4. Evenutally a family from Baltimore (the
Calwells) acquired the property and sold cottages, some
of which are still standing. In the early 1800s, several
U.S. Presidents were guests
ests at the resort. I learned that
26 presidents have stayed at the Greenbrier. However,
the last to be a guest was Dwight D. Eisenhower. Maybe
the vast grounds present security challenges for the
Secret Service.
In 1858, a hotel was built on the property. This
Figure 4. Site of 1778 health spa.
original hotel had several names, but eventually became
known as "The Old White.” It was
as torn down in 18
1822, rebuilt, and burned to the ground during
the Civil War.
The resort was again rebuilt and beca
became a popular place for a regional post-Civil
post
War
society to spend their leisure time
time, especially after the arrival of the railroad. The railroad
r
made
the trip to this remote part of America an easier journey.
In 1910, the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway purchased the property and changed the name
of Old White to The Greenbrier. During World War II, the resort was taken over by Uncle Sam
and served as an army hospital and a relocation center for some of the Axis diplomats interned as
enemies of the United States. Nice duty for all.
After the war ended, C&O repurchased the property from
the government
government. Its reopening was a major social event. It attracted
the Duke of Windsor with his wife, as well as Bing Crosby and
members of the Kennedy family.
The resort has hosted foreign
eign dignitaries such as Jawaharlal
Nehru
Nehru, Indira Gandhi, Prince Rainier and Princess Grace of
Monaco
Monaco, whose portrait hangs in one of thee foyers, as seen on the
left in Figure 5.
Holly and I first came to the Greenbrier in early 1988.
1988 We
selected this place to spend our honeymoon. We were taken with
the hotel and its ammenities and continued to visit when time
allowed. The visit this year marked our fifth time to stay at this
special place
place.
Figure 5. Princess Grace.

In spite of our loyalty and my resulting near empty wallet, the resort fell on hard times.
My take is that it fell on these hard times because it fell behind the times. IIts
ts elegant southern
formality, with old-time dress codes, did not set well with cultures that had become accoustomed
to patrons sporting levis propped just over their buttocks. Coat
oat and tie required for dinner? No
N
baseball hat allowed? A dress suggested fo
forr the woman while dining in the evening restaurant? A
collored shirt rquested while walking through the hotel lobby? Forgetaboutit.
1

Historical excerpts are sourced from Wikipedia, with additional research from this w
writer
iter conducted with the
Greenbrier staff. In this section of the report, I parapharse or quote directly from these two sources.
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Perhaps that is one reason some people do not like to come here. I tried to weasel my way
into the main dining room one evening wearing a high-end set of fancy duds, but without a tie. I
was politely turned away.
Besides, the place is not easy to get to. As seen in Figure 1, it is far removed from urban
areas. With the fenetic pace of modern life, many potential patrons chose (and still choose) more
immediate hotels and bars to vent their hedonism.
In 2009, the resort filed for bankruptcy. After some legal jostlings, James Justice of West
Virginia succeeded in purchasing the property. Mr. Justice bought the place for $15 million in
cash and then set about spending some $40 to $50 million to upgrade the facility, as summarized
here (with my comments in brackets):2
He made a quick assessment: what to keep (the retina-scorching Dorothy Draper
colors and floral patterns in the common areas), what to add (an extraordinary
amount of things for children to do—bowling, paintball, an arcade, and a movie
theater among them—as well as a guests-only casino), and what to leverage (the
resort’s four [I counted three] golf courses, its excellent sporting club, its bucolic
Allegheny setting, and its legacy).
Within a year, Justice had also added a superb steak house (the sleek Prime 44
West, after former NBA star and West Virginia native Jerry West), upped the
level of service at the spa, and begun a much-needed renovation of the guest
rooms [they looked the same to me]. “We’re changing the energy of the place
without disturbing or tainting its history,” he says.
Then came those bold strokes. Justice scored a coup when he landed a PGA Tour
FedEx Cup tournament for the property, the Greenbrier Classic. (The resort’s
courses have long been known for their quality. Local boy Sam Snead was once
the resident pro.) Now in its third year, the tourney, played on the Old White
course, was recently named “best in class” among the 44 main tour stops by the
PGA. Justice has transformed the event into a weeklong festival, with free
concerts for tournament attendees by big-name acts, including the Black Eyed
Peas and Brad Paisley, which draw almost 350,000 people to the area.

Tradition
Mr. Justice decided to stay with the formal and gaudy aspects of the resort, as seen in Figure 6.
He also kept the traditional, colonial décor in parts of the hotel. However, he knew the resort had
to be updated, including the interiors as well as less formal facilities. To that end, he added a
gambling casino and some restaurants that allow diners to wear whatever they wish.
The casino is one of the most tasteful I have visited. In addition, it was added to the factility
without changing the outside landscaping. Take another look at Figure 1. The grounds in front of
this front entrance---underneath the area where the two people can be seen walking---cover a
modest-size casino, a bar, two restaurants and several stores. I was not allowed to take pictures
of the gaming tables or slot machines, but I did snap a couple photos as seen in Figure 7.

2

http://www.forbes.com/sites/lorrainecademartori/2012/05/07/saving-west-virginias-greenbrier-resort-an-americanclassic/
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Figure 6. Décor from yesteryears.

Figure 7. Interior of casino.

Nonetheless, most of the resort has maintained its traditional look, including art from America’s colonial
period, as seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Keeping with tradition.
tradition

Food Fare is Better Than Fair
Like any up-scale
scale hotel, the Greenbrier serves excellent food. I was told by a bartender that the resort has
seven kitchens. He also told me he had been working at the Greenbrier for twenty
twenty-two
two years. He started
work in one kitchen as a dishwasher and move
moved
d up through the ranks to bartender of one of Greenbrier’s
Uyless Black 2012
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many bars. I asked if he had thought of moving on…maybe to different (greener) pastures. He was
emphatic: No! The hours were good and during the peak season, he made, as he put it, “a lot of “ money
on tips.
But he also talked about how the recession had hurt business at the hotel as well as his income. Having
just finished writing a book about the ongoing recession and the compensation paid to investment
bankers, I did not want to tell him about the people on Wall Street (who were partially responsible for his
loss of income) considered his travails nothing more than a “speed bump.” I polished off my drink and
Holly and I headed for dinner---after I had changed into a coat and tie, without a baseball cap.
For breakfast, Reporterette and I opted for the buffet. As expected, it was exceptional. As one small part
of the fare, occupying a relatively small area on the buffet tables, we had these choices: quiche Lorraine,
cheese blintzes, peach and raisin brioche bread pudding (Not placed on the desert table?), potato casserole
with sausage and gruyere cream; chocolate almond bread pudding (What’s wrong with these people?
Bread pudding should also be on the desert table!), southwest egg casserole with sour cream.
They were delicacies meant for us humans, and just a
sampling of the variety of food available. I mention
humans because Dog Milli remained silently inside her
small purse/pouch (which was placed on the floor)
nursing a synthetic bone. (It’s called a dog’s life for good
reason.)
I chose a much simpler fare. After all, we were in the
south, which is noted for uncomplicated meals. My dish
is shown in Figure 9. My provincialism was on display:
white gravy on biscuits, topped off with watermelon.
Figure 9. Southern fare.
Reporterette likely thought, “What a waste!” but she
offered no critique. And after all, I did have some
healthful fruit along with the semi-liquid cholesterol.
Holly and I also dined in a place that had been built since our last visit. As mentioned, it is named “Prime
44” in honor of West Virginia native Jerry West, a pro basketball player for the Los Angeles Lakers (see
Figure 10). The place was full; we had no reservations; I had
been refused service in the main dining room because I was
wearing only a sport coat with no tie. Jerry’s minions let us
eat at the bar. There we struck up a conversation with the
bartender.
I had been asking some of the Greenbrier staff about the new
owner’s policies, some leading to lay-offs and longer hours.
Some of the responses were negative (some; not all by any
means). I shared the negative comments with this bartender:
Figure 10. Jerry’s place.

− Bartender, “Those people are misguided and probably complain about anything anyway.”
− “Why do you suppose they complain?”
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− “Because of all the extra time they are getting paid for---just because Mr. Justice saved this place--means they have to pay more taxes!”
− “Yeah, I complain to my accountant about taxes. He just says, ‘You should be so lucky.’ ”
− “Look, this place was going down the tubes before Mr. Justice bought it. Now look. A casino. A
major golf tournament. The place is full on weekends and during the season. Those folks need a
reality check”
- “Seems reasonable. Say, why are you stuffing those
olives? Seems like a tedious job. They sell them already
stuffed in grocery stores.”
-“Not like this stuffing! The garlic cheese is made in our
kitchen. Here, try one.”
-…”Hmm. Out of sight. What do I owe you for this treat?”
-“Ha, you’ve already paid for it. Wait ‘till you get the check
for your steak.”

Figure 11. Stuffed treats.

Prices
She was on target with all her claims, including prices. If your wallet is faint-hearted, this might not be
the place for a weekend getaway. And while not inexpensive, when I added-up our meals, the amenities
that did not cost anything, such as tennis court time, tea times (tea and sandwiches are served each
afternoon), and the general museum aspects of the place, it was far from exorbitant. We paid for three
nights of lodging and meals (including a golf package) that some fancy hotels charge for one night for just
a room.
The Greenbrier campus is a treat unto itself. Figure 12 shows one fairway of one of three golf courses and
two of Greenbrier’s five indoor tennis courts. Not shown are five outdoor clay courts. The new owner has
succeeded in making the Greenbrier golf complex a weekend stop on the PGA tour. The tournament is
held on the July 4th holiday weekend. Thus far, it has been a big success story. Because I play tennis, and
occasionally golf, I would recommend both facilities to the most demanding and discerning player.

Figure 12. Golf and tennis.

The Greenbrier has indoor and outdoor swimming pools, a pool table bar, horse riding facilities, a
bowling alley, and trees large enough to accommodate the aspirations of a dog of any size, as seen in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Other features.
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Traveling America (XII)
Report Two: A Train Ride in America
May 9, 2012
Hello from Your On the Street Reporter. My staff and I took an Amtrak train from the Greenbrier resort
to Washington, DC. When the opportunity presents itself, I use trains for travel. In Europe and Japan, the
opportunities are numerous. In the United States, they are sparse.
What a pleasure it is to travel in those countries by train. The cars are comfortable; the fares reasonable;
the food fine; the help helpful; the gentle rocking and clicking of the quasi-quiet cars peaceful.
Why can’t America have more rail services? Send your opinions to Gas_Motor_Vehicle_Industry.com,
and The_Trucking_Industry.org; with copies to Exxon/Mobil and their K Street lobbyists.
The woeful number of passenger railroad lines available in America is not just counterproductive to our
commerce and comfort, it reflects dysfunctions in our political process. The cards are stacked against
passenger rail service. They need not be. Take a week or so in Europe to go across parts of the continent
by train. It’s a treat and an integral part of Europe’s transportation infrastructure.
Anyway, Holly, Milli, and I boarded the train at White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia. In the spirit of
living it up (after Greenbrier), we reserved a private “room.” I place quotes around the word room, as it
was only large enough to hold two chairs (admittedly comfortable) and some foldout tables. But it had a
wall and door (with curtains over the windows into a hallway), which gave us privacy and separation
from other passengers.
In addition, the train depot had a Christmas supply
store (Figure 14). A much needed business for
acquisitive ornament shoppers in the month
of…May?
After all, it was nearing summertime, and the
store had no July 4th chocolate bars for sale, no
marshmallow fire crackers. I mentioned to Milli
that I thought the store was pushing the Xmas
season a bit ahead of schedule. She offered no
response.
Figure 14. Christmas in May?
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I looked around the place while I visited with the
owner. She offered about ten different types of Santa
dolls for sale; two are shown in Figure 15. I asked her
how business was going.
“Not so good. The economy and all. But things usually
pick up in December.” (Really?)
“Sell many of those dolls?”
“Not many, but they have a nice mark-up.”
“I’ll take two Greenbrier Hotel postcards.”
“You and most everyone else.”
Figure 15. Santas.

In harmony with America’s railroad system, the train was late. I asked one of the Greenbrier porters if
the trains ever arrived on schedule.
− He said, “Not very often. The passenger trains have to share the tracks with freight trains. In this area,
coal cars get priority. The passenger trains are put on a side track.”
− He added, “But that might change. Greenbrier’s new owner is going to build special cars just for
Greenbrier’s passengers. And he owns coal mines and railroads.”
− “That should fix the problem.”
− “Yeah.”

Figure 15. All Aboard!

The train arrived, as seen in Figure 15. The porter for our
car was first-rate. He took our bags, guided us to our room,
brought us water, gave us the (tentative) arrival time in DC,
let us know when lunch would be served, and reserved a
table for us for the first dinner seating. We settled in. The
train took off. For the next few hours, I was in a calm state
of well being. The only place that is more relaxing than
being on a moving train is being on a moving ship sailing
across high waters.

I wish I could write more positive things about America’s passenger train system and Amtrak. I want both
to succeed. But they have a lot going against them. As implied earlier, few large industries want
passenger rail to succeed. Certainly, none of the competing transportation industries are railroad
supporters. But the railroad industry is partially to blame. The fares, even for regular passage, are not
inexpensive. The food is marginal. The staff is sometimes petulant.
The dining facilities on this Amtrak train resembled a bus station café. And the dining car setup was the
same as one I rode over twenty years ago. Twenty years with no upgrade! First class accommodations on
EuroRail provide service to the passengers’ private rooms or seats. For Amtrak, it’s in the same car as
everyone else, with lunch not much better than a roadside burger stand. I’m no snob, but I want to at least
get reasonable worth for my ticket fare.
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Figure 16 is the view from first class dining. OK, it’s
a train for Pete’s sake! Uyless, get a life. Fine, but to
the left of the chef is a microwave oven. Both lunch
and dinner came from versions of nuked TV dinners.
All for about two hundred dollars extra for each of us
for a two hundred mile two-way journey. Granted,
we did have a private room.

Figure 16. Chef Nuke.

Alright, no more grousing. I had been on Amtrak
trains a number of times. I knew what to expect. No,
one more anecdote: We decided to forego dinner
because I wanted to devote time to do some writing
about this trip and also to eat later in DC.

The room was cramped. I went to the dining car (paraphrased from my notes):
− As I arrived from the first class car, the maitre d’ greeted me, “Your room number?”
− Reporter, “Seven.
− “Fine, here is your table,” as he pointed to a nearby table, which was set for two diners.
− “My wife and I will not be at this serving.”
− Maitre d’, “I’ll check for places for the second serving.”
− “Thanks, but we’re skipping dinner.” (Still recovering from lunch.)
− “Fine.”
− “But I would like to use the table for about an hour or so. Need to do some work with my PC.”
− “Sorry, but these tables are needed for diners.”
− ”But the table has been reserved for me in the first place.”
− “You just cancelled. You’re no longer a diner.”
− “But which two diners in the first class car are taking the place of my wife and me?”
− “Someone will come along.”
“Someone will come along.” He should have welcomed me with open arms, not to mention open palms.
Maybe the elegant ambience of first class dining (as seen in Figure 16) would have been sullied by the
presence of my intrusive laptop. I looked around the tables. Many diners were iPading, iPhoneing, or
iPoding. My iDell machine was not technically kosher.
That’s one of the things I dislike about Amtrak. They often treat passengers curtly, coming across as if
they are doing you a favor. We had paid notable upgrade money for two first class cabin tickets. I
expected some deference to our wallet. Some Amtrak employees remind me of tenured professors: Their
asses are covered with ironclad contracts.
I do not consider myself a contentious person. I think my friends and relatives will backup this opinion.
But there are times when contention is needed; if for nothing else, to keep one’s ego and self-esteem
intact. Likely, you are of the same mind. For this occasion, I needed to vent a bit:
”I am now a diner. I’ve changed my mind about eating. I’ll take the first seating, which is now going-on.
This table looks just fine.” As I steered myself to my reserved/non-reserved/reserved table.
The maitre d’ frowned, but shakled with ineptitude, saw no alternative but to give me a menu. I ordered
wine. He brought it and took my order (which I did not eat): a (roughly) $30 meal of microwaved
Uyless Black 2012
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chicken. I went back to my room, fetched my computer and then did my work at the dining room table.
No one cared. They were into their iStuff. Meanwhile, the chicken lay passively nearby. Uneaten and next
to my iDell, it was a waste of protein that might have found its way to a DC soup kitchen.
I later ate part of a piece of Sara Lee cheesecake while I finished segment one of this series.
All was not lost, our private room had a private
john and wash basin/water fountain (Figure 17).
They folded up and/or folded down to give a
passenger choices of taking in or giving out.
Figure 17. First class services.

For all the minor inconveniences I’ve dwelled on thus far, no amount of them can dispel the clam serenity
that comes with a train ride; especially one offering silence from the crowds inside the train to the views
outside. Milli and I were happy passengers as we took-in the beautiful West Virginia and Virginia
countrysides, as seen in Figure 18. I was impressed. Milli was impressed to the point of slumber. Before
long, I was close to Milli’s state. Holly nodded off a bit as well.

Figure 18. All is well.

Two hours late, we pulled into Union Station in Washington, DC. Spending the night at Crystal City,
Virginia, we prepared to embark the next day for the historic town of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and the
nearby Civil War battlefield.
We are also looking forward to the time when Mr. Justice has those Greenbrier train cars in operation. No
more nuked chicken; no more TV dinner cheesecake. The upgrades will come at a cost. There’s no free
lunch on any train, Amtrak or others.
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Traveling America (XII)
Report Three: Fredericksburg and a Civil War Battlefield
May 10, 2012
Your onn the Street Reporter and his troop took a car trip from Washington
Washington, DC to Fredericksburg,
Fredericksburg
Virginia, and a Civil
vil War battlefield, as shown in Figure 1 of Report One of this series. The short ride (an
hour or so) is well worth it. Parts of Fredericksburg have been restored and preserved to reflect the times
during the Civil War. This restoration project was a challenging one, as the Rebs and Yankees leveled a
lot of the town in their winter wars of 1862
1862-1863.
Before visiting the battlefields, take a stroll down the old part of Fredericksburg. I say old in the context
that some buildings are the original ones of the Civil War era. Then head for the battlefields.
The battle of Fredericksburg (Decem
(December 13, 1862) makes for compelling reading (and visiting).
visiting) The valor
of both sides and the continued ineptitude of the Union generals makes one wonder why President
Lincoln was not even more depressed about the war. The deaths and injuries---viewed
viewed from today’s
perspectives about war sacrifices---were
were huge: 13,000 Feds and 5,000 Confederates were killed,
killed or
injured to the point of being placed out of aaction.3
Figure 19. Crossing the river.

Figure 20. War’s gifts to civilians.

The most interesting part of the battle was the Union’s
attempt to invade the Confederate’s lines by using
pontoon bridges and rafts to cross the Rappahannock
River. (A
A depiction of this part of the battle is shown in
Figure 19.4) Union army General Ambrose E.
E Burnside's
plan was to cross the river at Fredericksburg, then
hurriedly deploy to the Rebel capital of Richmond.
Delays prevented the Union side from receiving the
pontoon bridges and rafts (Figure 21) in
n time for the
assault. Like most armies (including
including those of today), it
took time to build them. By then, Robert E. Lee’s Rebels
had fortified themselves on the other side of the river.
The result was a major defeat for the Yankees. Later,
after the battle was over, one could walk parts of the land
and never touch earth. Corpses provided a human landbased pontoon. Figure 20 shows the downtown
down
part of
the city that was leveled.5

3

James McPherson, Battle Cry of Freedom (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 572.
“Battle of Fredericksburg,” Wikepedia.
5
Ibid.
4
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As implied in Figure 20, the preservation of this battlefield and
especially the (old) city of Fredericksburg is spotty. Many of
the battle scenes have been covered with modern buildings.
Scores of the original buildings of that time were destroyed.
But I still recommend you visit the place. It has a splendid
museum, at least as told to me by Reporterette, as I did not have
a chance to visit it. She says it has impressive dioramas of the
battles. I thought the fields themselves were sufficiently
recreated to gain a sense of this epic battle and the carnage of
war.

Figure 21. Rafts.

In addition, the site has models of some of the tools used in the
war. As one example, see Figure 22, a reconstruction of part of
a pontoon bridge.
Historians are harsh in their assessments of the
Union’s inability to forge a quick campaign against the
Confederate army, before the Rebs had a chance to
bring in reinforcements. In this situation, former
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfield’s comment,
“You go to war with what you have,” would have
made even less sense. How does one go to war to ford
a river without fording tools? It took a while to build
those pontoons and rafts.

Figure 22. Example of pontoon bridge.

As an aside, I find Rumsfield’s comment deeply
offensive to America’s warriors and indicative of non-caring arrogance. His statement implies: Go to war,
if need be, with tools that might foster your death! If the country is not properly prepared for the war, go
anyway. What’s a few thousand dead or disarranged bodies and minds? Just as long as the country goes to
war….Just as long as the country goes to war, secondary matters such as the caring for the troops are just
that, secondary.
It’s one thing to go to war against a Japan who was seriously threatening most of Asia and Hawaii. It’s
another to go to war with a two-bit dictator ---who is not at all threatening America---with armed vehicles
that are barely armed. All it took was a few more months of preparation to save the lives and psyches of
many of our men and women fighting in Iraq. I can hardly look at a photo of Rumsfield without feeling
revulsion.
On the other hand, and to lighten matters, I like the photo of Ambrose E
Burnside, as seen in Figure 23. The picture reminds me of the chicken and
egg question. For Ambrose, it’s “Which came first, General Burnside’s
name or his sideburns?”
Maybe he thought he had to live up to his name. If so, he succeeded, at
least in the facial hair department. In the war department, he did not fare so
well against General Lee.
Your On the Street Reporter
Figure 23. Burnside’s sideburns.
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Traveling America (XII)
Report Four: Southern Pines and Pinehurst, North Carolina
May 11-13, 2012
Traveling America (XII) concludes with a short description of a trip to two small communities in North
Carolina. The word short is inserted for a reason:
I had intended to write about the famous Pinehurst golf course (?, TM?) the site of:6
The 1936 PGA Championship, the 1951 Ryder Cup. The host site for the 1999, 2005, &
2014 U.S. Open Golf Championships, the 2008 U.S. Amateur, the 2007 women's U.S.
Open Golf Tournament, the former home of the World Golf Hall of Fame (now located in
St. Augustine, Florida), a former venue of the Tour Championship in 1991 & 1992, a
recently chosen venue for the 2010 U.S. Junior Girls Golf Championship. and the venue
for the 2009 U.S. Kids Golf World Championship.

How impressive is that? Apparently enough that the Pinehurst Resort (in 1999) brought lawsuits against
local business for using the term Pinehurst in their business names! It did not matter that this golf course
(and that is all it is, a golf course) was located in the village of Pinehurst, which logically enough, local
businesses associated with.
− Pinehurst Resort (?, TM?) “You there, the filling station on the corner, stop using the name
‘Pinehurst’ on your signs. That name belongs to us, the famous golf course.”
− Filling station operator, “What’s golf?”
− Pinehurst Anal Oriented Operators (POOP, a more-than-kind acronym for these peoples’ actions)
“What? You don’t know about the most existentially-oriented four hours of essentially doing
nothing? Never mind. We are suing you for using our name!”
− Filling station person, “Excuse me, but my station is called the Pinehurst Exxon/Mobil Service
Station. ‘Pinehurst’ is from the city in which I do business.”
− POOP, “No longer. Besides we’re suing the village of Pinehurst to stop using the name of Pinehurst.”
− “What name do you expect them to use?”
− POOP, “Anything but Pinehurst.”
− “That means your resort will have to change its name, too. As it will no longer be located in
Pinehurst.”
− POOP, “Hm…Well, stop using the word resort! We’ve submitted a trademark for that word. Besides,
our ‘resort’ (TM pending) is more important than this village.”
− “OK, I’ll take up your complaint with my boss.”
− POOP, “Who is?”
− “Exxon/Mobil.”
− “POOP, “Never mind.”
You want some lawsuit battles? Try going against the big oil companies.

6

“Pinehurst Golf,”Wikipedia.
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So, all the way down to North Carolina for…the greatest of pleasures. To visit with some of the finest
people on this fair earth: our friends, Joe and Hilda Mitchell. I rarely bring up names of relatives or
friends in these essays. Joe and Hilda are an exception.
They live in Pinebluff, a small town next to Pinehurst…whose name appears to be safe from marauding
trademark bandits. (Excuse this lapse, but I cannot fathom the arrogance of the Pinehurst resort.) And for
all my making fun of golf, I consider it a fine sport…if you have a lot of spare time on your hands. And if
you do, come to this part of America. It’s a golfer’s mecca.7 Joe tells me there are about thirty golf
courses in a ten-mile radius. My golfing brothers would be in their own heaven if they lived in this part of
the country
And the town of Southern Pines is fine place to visit. It’s low
key and low-urban, as seen in Figure 22.8 It has several good
restaurants, which we took in during our two days here. For an
inexpensive and healthful meal, try Nature’s Own/Restaurant
195. For a relatively pricey fare, and filled with supreme
tasting proteins and carbs, you can’t go wrong with the
Southern Prime Steak House.
For the best southern hospitality to be found, give Joe and
Hilda a call. If you can talk them out of a meal, ask Hilda for
Figure 22. Sleepy Southern Pines.
her BBQ. Ask Joe for some sea stories of his days as a U.S.
Navy destroyer skipper. Between the two of them, your stay in North Carolina cannot get any better.
That’s it for now. Thanks for following me. It was a bit of an eclectic package of experiences. I hope I
packaged them up to your amusement and enjoyment.

7

As in previous reports, please note the lower case use of “mecca.” Consequently, for any Islamic radicals reading
this report who think this word with a capital “M” is subject to a Mohammad trademark exclusive, the word is used
generically, not in the sense of Mecca. Opps.
8
“Southern Pines,”Wikipedia.
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